PARTIAL MOULDABLE BORDER-LOCK® DISPOSABLE IMPRESSION TRAYS
THE FIRST SEMI CUSTOM TRAY THAT CAN BE ADAPTED BY HAND

Clinical experience by Dentists:
“Can be held perfectly”
“Material saving shape”
“Increased dynamic pressure”
“Here somebody has really been thinking”

Partial mouldable Border-Lock® disposable impression trays - Order Options:
Art.Nr. 5480G
Box 10 partial trays
5x size nr. 1 + 5x size nr. 2

Available from your dental dealer

Clan Dental Products
P.O. Box 2606 - NL-6026 ZG Maarheeze - The Netherlands
Tel +31 495593351 - Fax +31 495597315
clan@xs4all.nl - www.borderlock.com

1. KEEP THE SELECTED TRAY IMMERSED IN WATER (70°C) FOR ONE MINUTE
2. ONCE SOFTENED ADAPT THE TRAY BY HAND
3. AFTER ADAPTATION THE TRAY WILL ASSUME ITS NORMAL RIGIDITY

• A DEVELOPMENT OF SCHREINEMAKERS IN COOPERATION WITH ABSOLUTE CERAMICS (BIODENTIS GmbH).
• PRECISE CUSTOMISATION BY MEANS OF THERMOPLASTIC MOULDABILITY
• TRAY SIZE NR. 1 FOR I. AND III. QUADRANT IMPRESSIONS
• TRAY SIZE NR. 2 FOR II. AND IV. QUADRANT IMPRESSIONS

• Keep the tray immersed in water (70°C) for one minute
• Adapt the tray by hand
• Keep desired form stable for 5 seconds

• Left image: original tray
• Right image: adapted tray

• Single handed positioning and stabilisation